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About This Game

Romance of Rome offers you another chance to visit the legendary Roman Empire. Love and treachery, adventure and jeopardy
await you in this amazing hidden object game. Join Marcus as he travels to Rome in search of the greatest adventure of his life!

As Romance of Rome opens, you learn that imperial relics have been stolen, and the Emperor promises to marry his beautiful
daughter to any person who returns them. Only you can help Marcus find the stolen relics, and win the heart of the Emperor’s

daughter.

Travel to every corner of the ancient city of Rome including the Coliseum, Thermae, the Forum and more. Collect skillfully
hidden items, earn money, win original trophies, and complete challenging quests to gain love and the adoration of Rome’s

citizens.

Find innocence and adventure during the glory days of the Roman Empire
Explore the amazing Coliseum, the fabulous Forum and more
Mingle with citizens and purchase wonderful objects
Search for the missing imperial relics, and solve clever puzzles
Can you help win the hand of marriage?
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It's a step down from Death to Spies 2, but it's still a very solid (if buggy and low budget, especially in the narrative-basis sound
and cutscene department) stealth game in the vein of Hitman.

To start with, there isn't a prone feature, and tossing rocks and other objects for distraction isn't a feature. Whistling, poison,
accident systems and weapon loadouts are still a feature from the first two games, as is a hard mode wherein only nonlethal and
choke cord takeouts will allow disguises.
As well, the levels at times start to feel repetitive, unlike the last game. I'm not sure whether this is an issue with the pacing, the
difficulty curve or the amount of levels.

While the game is buggy at the current time (one day since release), it actually has everything level design wise mapped out to a
very strong form of solidity.

Best ratings are acquired by not knocking anyone out, save those absolutely necessary cases, and killing targets purely through
the use of scripted and well hidden and executed accidents.
There's an extreme difficulty dedicated purely to not using disguises, where lethality is far more forgiven.

If you're new enough to social stealth to think that after this long since Blood Money and only Absolution to tide us over there
isn't room for 2 stealth games with disguise basis in them, you should probably play more stealth games.
This is at the very least a buy on sale for the fact that it ends up being a solid (not great, but certainly not bad either) game in the
otherwise neglected disguise based sub-genre of stealth games.. Wx78 Looks like groot, I love it. Is good Boss nice skins. This is
one of the better P&C/HOG's of it's type I've played in a while. Although the cutscenes were slightly blurry for me, all the other
graphics were crisp. The art, gameplay, storyline, and voice acting were all pretty good. The one exception for me was whenever
the Angel character would appear, they would literally say, "Aaaaannnngeeeelllll..." in a whispered reverb that almost seemed as
if they meant it to be comical - except that it was clear that was not their intent. Although there was some noticable repetition,
the hidden object puzzles were decent w/ about average difficulty. I can only remember a single misnamed object (i.e.,
"Whistle" that should have been "Scroll"). The mini games were standard issue. There's plenty of gameplay (i.e., duration) and
for once the bonus level wasn't a complete waste of time. All in all, I give this game a straightforward recommend.

Once I set the desired graphics options via game's menu, it ran well for me on Linux Mint 18 (Wine/PlayOnLinux). I also had to
set the Mint panel to autohide or otherwise it would show even when game was set to fullscreen. The only other noticeable
technical issue I experienced was that the game would sometimes take up to 2 minutes to shut down completely after exiting the
game via its menu. But it always successfully shut down on it's own without me having to xkill Steam. Other than those things, it
played as expected without issue.

PS I almost exclusively play offline. I typically only play online long enough for Steam to allow me to write a review. So Steam
only shows that I played 0.1 hrs although I've played at least 5 hrs and have completed both games.. This is not a game; it's an
'life experience' narrative made with music.

I Personally enjoyed what i came to see on screen and heard through the speakers. I enjoyed how the creator of this game has a
view on life. I think i once 'played' the original on my c64 back in the days, but i cannot remember much of it.

use subtitles if you want to understand the part in african.. I find that the puzzles are decent, the story is inbetween good and
meh, and overall i like the robot mechanics, i would definately love to see a sequel with tons more robots and stuff too and
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maybe something like skylanders but kinda have it like you have to unlock them and you can go back in the levels to get cool
things and upgrades from doing it, bottom line i love it but it has potential and i could definately see a sequal coming out
someday :). Fun game, worth it if you get it on sale at under 3.5USD, got mine for like 3 dollars so it was worth it to me, have
yet to play the hentai version, but i definitely enjoyed the storyline. At 8.99USD its maybe a 4\/10 for a review on price to
content, anything greater than 50% off and it goes up to an 7.5-8 out of 10.

No I do not recommend this game at regular price.
Yes I recommend this game at 50% off or greater.
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This is an awesome game. It has beautiful graphics, and some awesome vehicles. But, it hasn't been updated in like half a year. I
think that if the developers would start adding more it would be a hit, but there is no real story and once you finish all the races
(A real chalenge), there's not much to do. I liked it, but it needs more gameplay for me to really love it. In reality, this is kinda a
half and half thing, but I can't do that, so I have to give this a thumbs down.. Ugh, this game sucks.. pretty eventful game very
simular to most beat em ups like streets of rage style
White the graphics may not be exactly up to par and controls are a bit weak the game physics are quite fun if you get the timing
right.
The soundtrack rocks and storylines are quite funny.
Thhough this game may have some negatives its not terrably bad.
I definaly recomend playing this game with a control pad.
I say its definaly what you pay for.. A train 9 is a fantastic game, don't let the price put you off as this game is so absorbing you
will certainly get your money's worth. First off this game is pretty hard-core, and reading the manual is essential. It's also worth
remembering that it's a Japanese game originally and therefore not aimed at the Western market so there are a few quirks which
may take a while to master.

Once said quirks are mastered you may actually die of starvation as the "just one more thing" mentality really bites you once
you get the hang of this game. The graphics are beautiful especially when use the "train window" function or using a leisure
vehicle to drive around the city.

The game is incredibly deep with a multitude of side activities and all the micromanaging options that you could desire. The
game is very difficult. I originally had the German version of this game and it contained a lot of translation errors and was quite
buggy. I would certainly recommend getting Steam version as it is a lot more tidy. Expect to spend the first 20 hours of your
playtime failing miserably. However I can recommend some Youtube videos by the likes of Colonel Failure.

Don't go into this game expecting it to be like SimCity or Railway Empire. Expect a strange mash up of the two. Absolutely
brilliant.
. This is really neat on the Vive. It's incredibly immersive and quite addictive. It's a bit lacking in content, however for the price
it's definitely a good buy.. I am only recommending this game at a heavily discounted price of $10 or under.

I bought this game @ $10. I think it's worth that.
Graphics are better than other VR games of the same price.
The premise and mechanics are nice.
The procedurally generated universe/galaxy is a nice touch.
The difficulty of the survival element in this game is a bit much at the average/normal settings.
My only complaint is the balancing of the elements is off.

As it is, the game is good but not perfect where the difficulty does not scale from the beginning and the lack of addition
information/tutorials would have players lose interest from not realizing certain nuances that make this game unique. Also, the
focus on strategy is not stressed enough. To each their own.. So Along the Edge is interesting but the characters fall a bit flat and
I don't really find the romances compelling. The art style is nice and you are capable of taking many branching paths. One of the
things that I find interesting is that you can take the skeptical route and never see confirmation of anything occult or magic. You
get different' alignment choices but none are considered evil or good inherently, which is a nice detail. However the "60
endings" is misleading. In a way, yes, you do get that many but it plays it off like they are all very different. They are not.
There's only a handful of majorly different endings and then the DETAILS of each of those major endings can be varied. But
they are not full stop completely different, most of those details are easily forgettable and not very impactful.

One of my big complaints is that there is a lack of a skip and you cannot save before dialogue choices, which makes it very
tedious and time consuming to explore the game and it's options. The lack of save before dialogue choices I had mixed feelings
for. On the one hand it was interesting because you had to commit to your choices and some of the choices were very
challenging and left you wondering if you made the right one. That was nice and enjoyable in a way. But because you had no
skip option, you had to carry on and slog through the narrative again. So it made it more of a chore than a joy to replay the
game.

I feel like I need to address the romance part. For starters you only get two options, which would be fine if they were
particularly likable or interesting. One was definitely not likable to me and the other was kind of boring. The pacing for it is also
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not well done so you don't really get any kind of investment in the romance. However, on the other hand, you actually do not
have to pursue any romance at all and you are not punished for not pursuing anything romantic in your ending. Which is
something that I really appreciate.

The artwork however is great. Particularly the CGs. For a lot of VNs the CGs can look so similar in style and theme between
games. But Along the Edge has an extremely distinctive style that you could spot nearly instantly and it is gorgeous. I will say the
artwork actually helped me enjoy my first two playthroughs of the game before it got tedious for me. Like I really enjoyed the
CG artwork very very much.

Overall the game was mediocre to me but it's interesting if you catch it on sale and you give it one or two playthroughs.. King of
Everything brings up a good point about the need for the main character to have quotation marks to indicate when they are
speaking, and when they are thinking. It would make things easier to understand at a glance.

Over all, this was a very fun CYOA. I would definitely recommend it, especially at this price.

I'm just really hoping there will be a sequel. The ending was ultimately disappointing, because while there is enough information
to draw some fairly sound conclusions, there is no concrete explanations to some things, and over all, I was left wanting for
answers, and for more in general.

Besides that, it's a giant cliffhanger.
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